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Her favorite color is camo.
Aztec cornflower
blue lace bralette
and bikini panties.
See the collection
on page 7.
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| LINGERIE

– New Collection –
King’s Desert ® Shadow

NEW

with

Camo trimmed
in romance.

Cranberry & Rose

From soft and cozy sleep wear with delicate rose accents to flirty
lingerie trimmed in romantic cranberry lace, the new King’s Desert®
Shadow collection blends a camo favorite with femine touches. Made
for mixing and matching, the lingerie line features a super-soft poly/
spandex blend while lightweight woven sleep shorts pair beautifully
with the breathable jersey knit tops.

601628

A | KING’S CAMO BRA
Cranberry lace accents along a classic
silhouette bring a hint of romance to this
padded bra. Underwire lends support while
adjustable straps convert into a racerback
with a J hook.
Available in 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,
36DD, 38C, 38D, 38DD, 40C, 40D, 40DD.
Extended sizes 36DD, 38DD and 40DD feature:

A
Wide fabric/
elastic straps

C

B

Adjustable straps convert easily into
a racerback with a built-in J hook.
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602228

B | KING’S CAMO LACE-TRIMMED BOY SHORT
Stunning cranberry lace trims the waist and
legs of our most flattering cut. This luxuriously
comfortable customer favorite pairs beautifully
with the King’s Desert® Shadow bra and bralette.
Available in S–3XL

Racerback J hook

Three-hook
closure

601528

KING’S CAMO BRALETTE
Made for all-day comfort, this wire-free,
pullover bralette has adjustable straps.
A modern racerback cut balanced with
exquisite cranberry lace will surely become
a camo girl fave.
Available in S –XL

602028

C | KING’S CAMO LACE PANTIE
A lovely lace inset in the back of this bikini-cut
pantie adds a flattering touch. The romantic
cranberry trim continues along the waist
and legs.
Available in S–3XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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NEW

KING’S DESERT ® SHADOW

CRANBERRY
LINGERIE
COLLECTION

A

603028

A

A | KING’S BABY DOLL SET
Pretty and supportive, our 2-piece baby doll
set features an underwire bra and adjustable
straps. The camo pantie is trimmed in black
with a cranberry bow.
Available in S–XXL

Adoring looks in
ribbon and lace.

602628

B | KING’S CAMO LACE THONG
The laciest and flirtiest piece of the Kings
Desert® Shadow collection, this thong is
trimmed in scalloped cranberry lace with a
delicate inset at the back.
Available in S –XL

B

602128

KING’S CAMO THONG
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Trimmed in subtle touches of cranberry ribbon
and lace, this flirty cut charms in a King’s
Desert® Shadow camo pattern.
Available in S–XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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NEW

Sweet ‘n’ flirty
camo girl
faves.

604528

A | KING’S POCKET TEE
A relaxed fit cut on this gray jersey knit tee
makes this one of our comfiest sleep shirts.
The King’s Desert® Shadow pocket adds an
accent any camo lover will covet.
Available in S–XXL

C
A

Rose lace trim detail.

D
B

604098
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D | KING’S CAMO-TRIMMED SLEEP SHORTS
Perfectly rose meets perfectly Kings Desert®
Shadow in these lightweight woven sleep
shorts. An elastic drawstring waistband and
3-inch inseam make for a flattering silhouette
on this crowd favorite.
Available in S–XXL

604828

B | KING’S TANK TOP
This breezy relaxed-fit racerback is the perfect
sleep top. The King’s Desert® Shadow camo
band on the back adds a touch of wild to this
comfy tank.
Available in S–XXL

604028

C | KING’S SLEEP SHORTS
Lovely rose lace accents trim the popular
Kings Desert® Shadow pattern on these comfy
relaxed fit shorts. The rose drawstring cinches
the elastic waistband and 3-inch inseam to the
perfect fit.
Available in S–XXL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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– New Collection –

NEW

Cornflower Blue Accents

AZTEC

on

Featuring the first-ever custom Wilderness Dreams® print, our Aztec
collection of lingerie and sleep wear offers exclusive looks trimmed in
a delicately beautiful cornflower blue. Modern cuts in a luxuriously soft
poly/spandex blend make up the lingerie line, while breathable jersey
knit tops and woven shorts steal the sleep wear show.
601501

A | AZTEC BRALETTE
Comfort with a fun twist, this new bralette
features a pullover design trimmed in pretty
cornflower blue lace. Wirefree, lightly lined cups
provide modest support.
Available in S –XL

Beautifully wild
in blue hues.

A

602001
A

B

B | AZTEC BIKINI PANTIE
Lace along the waist and legs accent the
gorgeous Aztec pattern in a delicate cornflower
blue. A flattering lace inset at the back brings a
flirty touch to this classic cut.
Available in S–3XL

B

602201
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AZTEC LACE BOY SHORT
Soft Aztec-patterned fabric is embellished
with cornflower blue lace around the waist and
legs to create our comfiest and most flattering
pantie.
Available in S–3XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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Flirty lace
for the
spirited
heart.

| LINGERIE
601601

A | AZTEC BRA
Cornflower blue lace contours the cups of this
supportive bra. Adjustable straps convert into a
racerback fit with a J hook while underwire and
padding provide extra lift.
Available in 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,
36DD, 38C, 38D, 38DD, 40C, 40D, 40DD.

NEW

Built-in Racerback
J hook

A

Extended sizes 36DD, 38DD and 40DD feature:
Wide fabric/elastic straps & Three-hook closure
(See page 2 for detail images.)

601001

B | AZTEC BUSTIER
Supportive and flattering this Aztec bustier
stuns with cornflower blue lace accents.
Adjustable, removable straps and a 3-row,
6-hook closure provide a versatile fit.
Available in S–XL

Removable straps

C

Six-hook closure

B

602101

9
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C | AZTEC THONG
A subtle trim of scalloped cornflower blue lace
traces the front and legs of this flirty thong.
Available in S–XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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NEW

B

Get lost in
cornflower
dreams.

604501

A | AZTEC POCKET TEE
A cute Aztec print pocket adds a charming twist
to this classic white sleep tee. An airy jersey
knit fabric brings the perfect level of slumber
comfort.
Available in S–XXL

B
D

Coral lace trim detail.

604801

B | AZTEC TANK TOP
Our custom Aztec print is the perfect match for
this flowy tank. A pretty cornflower blue loop
creates a flirty racerback silhouette.
Available in S–XXL

A

C

604091

C

11
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C | AZTEC TRIM SLEEP SHORT
Cornflower blue paired with our exclusive
Aztec print add a playful touch to these
flattering relaxed-fit shorts, which
feature a 3” inseam.
Available in S–XXL

604001

D | AZTEC SLEEP SHORT
Our beautiful Aztec pattern is woven into
these lightweight sleep shorts accented with a
coral lace and drawstring. A 3” inseam finishes
this flattering cut.
Available in S–XXL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MOSSY OAK ® BREAK-UP COUNTRY ®

AQUA

with

This beautiful camouflage lingerie collection is trimmed in aqua lace
and ribbon. We’re using a, super-soft 92% polyester/8% spandex blend
fabric that is smooth to the touch and stretches for the perfect fit. Mix
and match a variety of pantie cuts, an aqua bow padded bra and laceA

trimmed camisole.

601652

A | AQUA-BOW PADDED BRA
Pretty and supportive, this underwire bra
features padding for extra lift, scalloped black
lace and a touch of aqua ribbon.
Available in 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,
36DD 38C, 38D, 38DD, 40C, 40D, 40DD.
Extended sizes 36DD, 38DD and 40DD feature:

Wide fabric/elastic straps

Fall in love
with aqua, lace
and camo.

B

601152

602052

602152

Black lace, aqua ribbon and her
favorite Mossy Oak® Break-Up
Country® camo make these
panties a customer favorite.
Available in S–3XL

Our Mossy Oak Break-Up
Country® aqua-bow thong has
black scalloped lace trim with
aqua ribbon accents.
Available in S–XL

C | AQUA-BOW BIKINI PANTIE
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B | AQUA LACE-TRIMMED CAMISOLE
Aqua lace accents the Mossy Oak® Break-Up
Country® camo. This camisole features
adjustable straps and longer body length.
Available in S –3XL

D

C

– L I N G E R IE –

Three-hook closure

AQUA-BOW THONG
®

602252

D | AQUA LACE-TRIMMED BOY
SHORT
This luxuriously comfortable
Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country®
boy short features aqua lace
accents at the waist and legs. A
perfect match to the camisole.
Available in S–3XL

602652

AQUA LACE-TRIMMED THONG
Comfortable aqua lace at the waist
accents the Mossy Oak® Break-Up
Country® camo lace thong.
Available in S –XL

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP COUNTRY®
with

Cream Lace

Our sweetest collection is the perfect pairing of cream-colored lace and
camouflage. Constructed with quality materials, flirty details complete the
look – from the rhinestone-embellished lace bra to our camo-ruffle baby doll.
603050

Made from a soft, comfy polyester/spandex blend.

A | BABY DOLL SET
Pretty and supportive, our 2-piece
baby doll set features an underwire
bra and adjustable straps. The
camo pantie is trimmed in black
with a cream bow.
Available in M–XXL

601650

B | LACE BRA
The beautiful rhinestone-embellished lace
overlay on this underwire bra leaves just
enough camo exposed.
Available in 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,
36DD 38C, 38D, 38DD, 40C, 40D
Extended sizes 36DD and 38DD feature:

Wide fabric/elastic straps

Three-hook closure

B

Creamy lace.
Dreamy
camouflage.

A

C
601150

LACE-TRIMMED CAMISOLE
Cream-colored lace accents this camisole with
adjustable straps and longer body length.
Available in S –3XL

602050

15
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C | LACE PANTIE
This dreamy pantie includes scalloped lace trim,
a cream bow and a lace insert on the back.
Available in S–3XL

602650

LACE THONG
Trimmed with cream-colored scalloped lace.
The cream bow on the front and the lace insert
in the back add a special touch.
Available in S –XL

602250

LACE-TRIMMED BOYSHORT
Features cream-colored lace accents at the
waist and legs. A perfect match to the camisole.
Available in S–3XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MUDDY GIRL®

Collection
Muddy Girl® camo is a huntress’ favorite, so we created a line of quality
intimates in soft poly/spandex blend fabrics and unique styles that will
make her heart beat faster. This comfortable collection includes a mesh
baby doll set, lace and ruffle-trim chemise, a padded bow bra and pantie,
601659

and lacy camisole and boy short.

MUDDY GIRL® PADDED BRA
This comfortable underwire bra features
padding for extra lift, scalloped black lace and a
touch of purple ribbon.
Available in 32A, 32B, 34B, 34C, 36B, 36C, 36D,
36DD
Extended size 36DD,
features wide fabric
and elastic straps, plus
a three-hook closure

Hot pink,
purple and
playful.

C
A

D
BABY DOLL SET

C | 603059 MUDDY GIRL®
D | 603021 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
E | 603049 NAKED NORTH® SNOW

F

Knock ‘em dead in this 2-piece baby doll set.
The flowing mesh dress features black lace
trim and camo accents. The camo pantie is
trimmed in black to complete the look.
Available in S–XL

604459

601159

A | LACE-TRIMMED CAMISOLE
Cute meets comfy in our Muddy Girl®
camisole with black lace, super-soft fabric
and adjustable spaghetti straps.
Available in S –3XL

E

F | MUDDY GIRL® CHEMISE
Trimmed in black lace with a black-bow accent,
the Muddy Girl® chemise has a gentle flair to a
mid-thigh length. With the adjustable lingerie
straps and tie strap in the back, you can get the
perfect fit.
Available in S–XXL

F
B

602259

B | LACE-TRIMMED BOYSHORT
Boy short features black lace accents at
the waist and legs. A perfect match to
the camisole.
Available in S –3XL

17
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602759

MUDDY GIRL® HIPSTER
Hipster features black scalloped
lace trim at the waist with accents
of black lace and purple ribbon.
Available in S–3XL

602059

MUDDY GIRL® PANTIE
Black scalloped lace, purple ribbon
and silky-soft fabric make this
pantie the perfect match to our
padded bra.
Available in S–3XL

602159

MUDDY GIRL® CAMO THONG
Black lace, purple ribbon and
Muddy Girl® camo make up this
beautiful thong.
Available in S –XL

602659

MUDDY GIRL® LACE THONG
Comfortable black lace at the
waist accents the Muddy Girl®
camo lace thong.
Available in S–XL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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REALTREE XTRA ®

Lightweight Sleepwear
Perfect for warm days and cool summer nights, our comfortable sleepwear is made of soft cotton/polyester blends.
The tank, tee and shorts feature feminine details and Realtree Xtra® camo trim. Available in two fresh colors, Purple
Haze and Porcelain Blue.

C

Soft, cool
and comfy
camo.

B

E

TANK SLEEP SHIRT
A

A | 604662 REALTREE XTRA® Porcelain Blue
B | 604661 REALTREE XTRA® Purple Haze
Trimmed in camo, this mid-thigh length
tank sleep shirt has a gentle flair and
feminine silhouette. Adjustable lingerie
straps give you a perfect fit.
Available in S - XXL

SHORT SLEEVE SLEEP TEE

C | 604562 REALTREE XTRA® Porcelain Blue
D | 604561 REALTREE XTRA® Purple Haze
This soft sleep tee features camo trim at the
neckline, pocket and flutter sleeve. The longer
length extends beyond the waist for a sleek
look.
Available in S - XXL

D
BERMUDA SLEEP SHORTS

19
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F

E | 604062 REALTREE XTRA® Porcelain Blue
F | 604061 REALTREE XTRA® Purple Haze
The perfect compliment to our sleep tee,
this comfortable longer-length short is
trimmed in camo at the waist and leg.
Features in-line pockets and a drawstring
waist for a comfortable fit.
Available in S - XXL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MOSSY OAK ® BREAK-UP COUNTRY ®

with

Black

Our stylish black and camo sleep and loungewear are cute and comfortable.
Made of soft, cotton/polyester blends, this collection is all about the details –
from lace-trimmed shorts to camo-accented necklines. She can’t get enough
of this easygoing camo look, whether on-the-go or snuggled up in bed.
604550

A | HENLEY SLEEP SHIRT
This long-sleeve black henley sleep shirt
features camo accents, five buttons and no tags!
Available in S –XXL

Sleep.
Lounge.
Love camo.
Repeat.

A

604850

B | SLEEP TANK TOP
This tank top is a perfect complement for
the sleep shorts or pants. The extra-long length
extends beyond the waist for a sleek look.
Available in S–XXL

D

B

C

21
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604050

C | SLEEP SHORT
Camo shorts are soft and comfortable,
featuring an elastic waistband, mid-rise and
a 3" inseam.
Available in S–XL

604150

D | SLEEP PANTS
These soft sleep pants feature an elastic
waistband with a drawstring, a mid-rise and
relaxed fit, with a slight flare.
Available in S–XXL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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Mix & Match

MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP© | NAKED NORTH® SNOW
Made from soft, silky polyester material, this collection of classic loungewear in her favorite camo
patterns are comfy, cozy and camouflage all over.

B

A | TANK TOP
604821 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
604849 NAKED NORTH® SNOW
This soft, silky polyester tank top is a perfect
complement for lounge shorts or pants, jeans
or casual shorts. The extra-long length extends
beyond the waist for a sleek look.
Available in S–XXL

A

Get
comfortable
in camo.

B | HENLEY LOUNGE SHIRT
604521 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
604549 NAKED NORTH® SNOW
This comfortable, form-flattering lounge shirt
features cap sleeves, a V-neck and a 3-button
placket.
Available in S–XXL

C
E

C | LOUNGE SHORTS

– SLEEP & LOUNGEWEAR –
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604021 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
604049 NAKED NORTH® SNOW
Shorts feature a drawstring waistband for a
snug, secure fit, and a feminine cut and style
for comfort.
Available in S–XXL

LOUNGE PANTS

604121 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
604149 NAKED NORTH® SNOW
These roomy, relaxed-fit pants feature a fulllength tapered cut and a drawstring waistband
for a snug, secure fit.
Available in S–XXL

TANK NIGHTGOWN

604621 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
This comfortable, slim-fit mid-thigh length
nightgown features a scoop neck and
tank-top straps.
Available in S–XXL
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MOSSY OAK ® BREAK-UP COUNTRY ®
Get product
details for the
entire collection
on page 28.

Swimwear Collection

Premium swim styles and the perfect Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country®
camouflage made this collection an instant classic. These durable
spandex and polyester blend pieces, including fully lined swim bottoms
and supportive swim tops, are designed to be mixed and matched.

A

A

C
D

H

F

5 tops.
5 bottoms.
Endless
camouflage.
B

This modern
bandeau top is
paired with classic
belted bottoms.

B

See even more
mix-and-match
options on the
next page!

A. Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country® String Bikini Top (606550)

This classic-fit fully lined string bikini features soft removable pads and a sliding
triangle top with slim black straps that tie at the neck and back. Made from a
comfortable, durable polyester/spandex blend.
Available in S–XL. $25.00

G

B. Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country® String Bikini Bottom (607150)

This traditional lined bikini bottom provides adjustable ties at the sides for
your personal look. Made from a comfortable, durable polyester/spandex blend.
Available in S–XL. $20.00

25
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Mix & Match

Mix & match any top or bottom from our Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country® swimwear collection.
SWIM BOTTOMS

SWIM TOPS

Our vintage-inspired
bandeau top pairs
easily with these
sporty bottoms.
606550

607750

606450

606350

A | STRING BIKINI TOP
Classic-fit fully lined string bikini
features soft, removable pads
and a sliding triangle top with
slim camo straps that tie at the
neck and back.
Available in S–XL

B | BANDEAU
Accents of black are found in the
adjustable, removable neck strap,
back ties and on the front of this
bandeau. Features soft,
removable pads.
Available in S–XL

F | RUFFLED SWIM SKIRT
The solid-black swim skirt with a
full, built-in lined pantie has a fun
ruffled hem and ruched sides.
Available in S–XXL

G | BELTED BOTTOM
Solid-black lined swim bottoms
are accented with an attached
camo belt.
Available in S–XL

607550

606950

607150

607100

E

C | RUFFLED HALTER
Camo ruffles and front tie add a
splash of camo to the black halter.
Featuring soft, removable pads,
the halter top ties at both the neck
and back for a customized fit.
Available in S–XXL

606850

Removable straps add security
when she wants, but can be removed
to eliminate tan lines.
27

D | BIKINI HALTER
Molded cups feature additional
padding and underwire. Thick
shoulder straps tie at the neck
with an adjustable back
hook closure.
Available in S–XL

E | BRAIDED BANDEAU
This trendy top features braided
straps between the cups; a braided
back hook closure; padded, molded
cups with underwire; and a
removable neck strap.
Available in S–L

H | STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
With its eye-catching black
trim, this bikini bottom provides
ties at the sides for your
personalized fit.
Available in S–XL

STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
This solid-black lined bikini
bottom ties at both sides
for a personalized fit. Nylon/
spandex blend.
Available in S –L

606200

BOY SHORT BOTTOM
The solid-black lined boy short
is made of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–XL

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP© PRETTY IN PINK

Mix
& Match

Mix any Pretty in Pink
Style with our Mossy Oak®
Break-Up© collections
on page 32.

| SWIMWEAR

SWIM TOPS

Swimwear Collection
Our durable, high-quality camouflage swimwear is trimmed
in pink and designed to be the ultimate, girly mix-andmatch swim collection. With a variety of comfortable,
durable polyester/spandex blend tops and bottoms to
choose from, she can create a look that suits her perfectly.
606721

Rugged
camo + pink
= LOVE.

607831

A | PINK STRING BIKINI TOP
Classic-fit fully lined string bikini
features a sliding triangle top
with slim pink straps that tie at
the neck and back.
Available in XS–XL

B | PINK-STRAP BANDEAU
Bandeau top features pink accents
and soft, removable cups. With ties
at both the neck and back, you can
make it a perfect fit.
Available in S–L

607421

607731

C

F

B

C | PINK-TRIMMED HALTER
TOP
This comfortable contour-fit
pink-trimmed halter top is
padded and fully lined.
Available in S –XL

TWISTED BANDEAU
Bandeau has a faux twist in the
front. It features an adjustable,
slim pink-accented removable
neck strap.
Available in S–L

SWIM BOTTOMS

607121

D | PINK STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
With its eye-catching pink trim, this
bikini bottom provides ties at the
sides for your personalized fit.
Available in XS –L

A

E
Removable straps add security
when she wants, but can be
removed to eliminate tan lines.

606321

E | PINK-BELTED SWIM BOTTOM
This fully lined bottom is accented
with an attached pink belt.
Available in S–XL

606421

D

29
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F | PINK-BELTED SWIM SKIRT
Mid-thigh-length swim skirt has
a full pantie built in and includes
a removable pink belt for added
fashion versatility.
Available in S –L

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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B

Make
a splash
in camo

A

With our Naked North® Snow
Collection and Mossy Oak®
Break-up© Collection.

MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©

SWIM TOPS

Swimwear
Collection

NAKED NORTH® SNOW

Swimwear
Collection
This black, white and snowy swimwear designed for hot
summer days is made from durable, 100% polyester fabric.
It’s available in several mix-and-match styles, from string
bikinis to more structured halter tops and boy short bottoms,
so customers can choose the cuts that flatter them best.

606549

A | STRING BIKINI TOP
Classic-fit fully lined string bikini
features a sliding triangle top with
slim black straps that tie at the
neck and back.
Available in S–XL

606649

HALTER TOP
Our halter top is lined and padded,
providing a secure fit with full
straps at the neck and back.
Available in S–XXL

SWIM BOTTOMS

607149

With mix-and-match swim
tops and bottoms to flatter
every shape, she’ll stand out
in Mossy Oak® Break-Up©
swimwear. The swim tops are
lined for coverage and support
with coordinating bottoms
available in print and solid
black. Our durable, comfortable
swimwear is made from
polyester/spandex blends.

SWIM TOPS

606521

STRING BIKINI TOP
Classic-fit fully lined string bikini
features a sliding triangle top with
slim camo straps that tie at the
neck and back.
Available in S–XL

606621

607321

HALTER TOP
Our halter top is lined and padded,
providing a secure fit with full
straps at the neck and back.
Available in S–XXL

B | HALTERKINI
This lined and padded halterkini
provides coverage through the
midriff with a partially
exposed back.
Available in S–XL

606200

607100

SWIM BOTTOMS

STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
With its eye-catching black trim,
this bikini bottom provides ties at
the sides for your personalized fit.
Available in S–XL
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With a cute camo
swimsuit like this,
she just wants to
throw on shorts and
head to the water.

606249

BOY SHORT BOTTOM
The solid-black lined boy short is
made of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–L

606200

BOY SHORT BOTTOM
The solid-black lined boy short is
made of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–XL

607100

STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
This solid-black lined bikini
bottom ties at both sides. Made
of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–L

– SWIMWEAR –

606121

BIKINI BOTTOM
Traditional bikini bottom provides
adjustable ties at the sides for
your personal fit.
Available in S–XL

606221

BOY SHORT BOTTOM
This traditional boy short bottom
offers full back coverage.
Available in S–XL

BOY SHORT BOTTOM
The solid-black lined boy short is
made of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–XL

STRING BIKINI BOTTOM
This solid-black lined bikini
bottom ties at both sides. Made
of a nylon/spandex blend.
Available in S–L

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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Work out.
Feel great.
Love camo.

WILDERNESS DREAMS

| ACTIVE WEAR

MOSSY OAK ® BREAK-UP COUNTRY ®

Active Wear Collection
Our active wear line was designed for performance in a moisture-wicking
blend of polyester and spandex. The Gunmetal Gray with camouflage
accents is stylish and modern. The pieces can mix and match to create a
variety of cute, sporty looks.
A

1/2 Zip zipper garage

C

1/2 Zip thumb holes

1/2 Zip invisible-zipper pocket

610150

ACTIVE PANTS
Add style and fun to your look with our
Gunmetal Gray active pants with camo accents
on the waist and leg openings. They are fitted
through the hips and thighs with a low rise, a
hidden pocket in the waistband, straight leg and
a tagless label for extra comfort.
Available in S –XXL

Sports Bra back view
1/2 Zip back view

610650

610850

A | SPORTS BRA
Our classic pullover-style sports bra with
racerback design gives you enhanced range
of movement and allows for easy layering. A
tagless label provides extra comfort. Designed
for medium support, this compression sports
bra is trimmed with Gunmetal Gray.
Available in S–XXL

C | 1/2 ZIP
Features a half-length zipper with zipper garage to help eliminate skin irritation, with a tagless
label for extra comfort. The invisible-zipper pocket is large enough to fit a license and debit card,
while the thumb holes keep sleeves in place. Camo accents on the collar, front and back.
Available in M–XXL

B

610350

B | ACTIVE TIGHTS
You will love the feel of our active tights.
Fitted with a low rise, they feature a hidden
pocket in the 2" waistband and a tagless label
for extra comfort. Gunmetal Gray with camo
color blocks around each knee.
Available in S–XXL
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ACTIVE SHORTS
Perfect for workouts and everyday activities, our
5" inseam active shorts are fitted with a low rise.
They feature a hidden pocket in the 2" waistband
for convenience, and a tagless label for extra
comfort. The camo accents on each leg add style
to the Gunmetal Gray shorts.
Available in S –XL

610550

D

– A CT IV E W E A R –

610050

D | ACTIVE FITTED TANK
Our active tank is the ideal top for workouts in the
great outdoors or in the gym. The fitted tank is
Gunmetal Gray with camo accents, has a built-in
shelf bra with easy access to the removable soft
pads and a tagless label for extra comfort.
Available in S–XXL

All bottoms have a hidden pocket in the
waistband that is large enough to fit a
license and debit card.
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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WILDERNESS DREAMS

On the go in
cute camo
workout wear.

MOSSY OAK ® PINK BREAK-UP ©

Active Wear Collection
A
Performance fabric and camo accents combine to create the

Stylish
Details!

ultimate women’s active wear line.
Sports Bra back view

Camo panels, trim and useful
features. Hidden pockets make
this line perfect for women

SPORTS BRA

on-the-go.

B

B | 610635 PINK BREAK-UP© W/BLACK TRIM
C | 610735 BLACK W/PINK BREAK-UP© TRIM
Our classic pullover-style sports bra with
racerback design gives you enhanced range
of movement and allows for easy layering.
Designed for medium support, this compression
sports bra is made for performance and has a
tagless label for extra comfort.
Available in S–XXL

Fitted Tank back view

A

610335

ACTIVE TIGHTS
You will love the feel of our active tights. Fitted
with a low rise, they feature a hidden pocket in
the 2" waistband and a tagless label for extra
comfort. Black with Mossy Oak® Pink
Break-Up© color blocks around each knee.
Available in S –XXL

610535

A | ACTIVE FITTED TANK
The active fitted tank is black with accents
of camo, has a built-in shelf bra with easy
access to the removable soft pads and a
tagless label for extra comfort.
Available in S–XXL
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| ACTIVE WEAR

– A CT IV E W E A R –

C
All bottoms have a hidden pocket in the
waistband that is large enough to fit a
license and debit card.
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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Stylish,
soft and
comfortable
tees.

WILDERNESS DREAMS

| CASUAL WEAR

MOSSY OAK ® PINK BREAK-UP © | MOSSY OAK ® BREAK-UP ©

Casual Wear Collections

Our soft 100% poly-jersey knit casual pieces are available in a variety of
stylish and comfortable cuts. With two great patterns to choose from,
these high- quality garments are surefire customer favorites.

PANTS

605135 MOSSY OAK® PINK BREAK-UP©
605121 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
These smooth, casual pants feature
an elastic waistband with a
drawstring, a mid-rise and relaxed
fit, with a slight flare.
Available in S–XXL

A

LONG SLEEVE BURNOUT CREW NECK

A | 605735 MOSSY OAK® PINK BREAK-UP©
For those cooler days, we offer a long-sleeve
”Burnout” patterned crew neck. Same great all-over
burnout pattern in our soft poly-cotton with a
relaxed fit for all-day comfort.
Available in S –XXL

HOODIE

605935 MOSSY OAK® PINK BREAK-UP©
Our hoodie features a slight V-neck and a drawstring
hood. Wear it with jeans or pair it with any of our
casual bottoms.
Available in S –L

CAPRIS

605235 MOSSY OAK® PINK BREAK-UP©
Made from our soft poly-jersey
material, they feature an elastic
drawstring waist, mid-rise and
elastic cuffs. Slightly fitted through
the hips and thighs.
Available in S–XXL

BURNOUT CREW NECK
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–CA S U A L W E A R–

605621 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
S–XXL
605635 MOSSY OAK® PINK
BREAK-UP© S–XXL
Step out in style with a shortsleeve ”Burnout’‘ patterned
crew neck. The soft poly-cotton
material, relaxed fit and all-over
burnout pattern will be your go-to
shirt when it’s time to get going.

V-NECK SHIRT

605521 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
S–XXL
605535 MOSSY OAK® PINK
BREAK-UP© S–XL
This fitted shirt features cap
sleeves and a V-neck. The
extra-long length extends
beyond the waist for a
sleek look.

RACERBACK TANK TOP

605821 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
S–XXL
605835 MOSSY OAK® PINK
BREAK-UP© S–XXL
Stay cool and comfy in our
casual tank top with racerback.
This semi-fitted tank top
features a scoop neck, a sporty
racerback and is extra long with
a shaped hem.

SHORTS

605035 MOSSY OAK® PINK BREAK-UP©
These soft shorts feature an elastic
waistband with a drawstring,
mid-rise and a 3" inseam.
Available in S –XXL

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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WILDERNESS DREAMS

| MEN’S WEAR

MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP© | MOSSY OAK® SHADOWGRASS® BLADES
We create comfortable, high-quality camouflage garments in classic
patterns for men, too. From boating at the lake to lounging around the
house, Wilderness Dreams offers casual wear, lounge wear, swim trunks
and boxers, so he can wear camo wherever he goes.

CAMO LOUNGE PANTS

Camo.
All day.
Every day.

B
A

609021

– M E N’ S
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A | 609521 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
609523 MOSSY OAK® SHADOWGRASS® BLADES®
They feature a relaxed fit, elastic drawstring
waistband, two on-seam pockets and a faux fly.
Available in S –XXL

W E A R –

CAMO BOXERS
They feature an elastic waistband, button fly,
the Mossy Oak® Break-Up© brand camo pattern,
and are made from a soft, silky 100% polyester
material.
Available in S–XXL

609121

CARGO BOARD SHORTS
You’ll be swimming in camo with these
comfortable, mesh-lined shorts, which feature
contrasting black cargo pockets, an elastic
waistband, 9” inseam, drawstring front closure
and a total of five fully draining pockets (three
with hook and loop closures). Made from
quick-drying polyester fabric.
Available in S–XXL

CAMO LOUNGE SHORTS

B | 609423 MOSSY OAK® SHADOWGRASS® BLADES®
609421 MOSSY OAK® BREAK-UP©
They feature a relaxed fit, elastic drawstring
waistband, two on-seam pockets and a faux fly.
Available in S–XXL

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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RETAIL DISPLAY FIXTURES

Spirit of Quality

Camo is made to disappear. That’s exactly what Wilderness Dreams® products will do

100% SATISFACTION

when displayed on one of our in-store displays – they’ll disappear from your store

GUARANTEE

thanks to happy customers! Designed to be flexible, these displays hold a combination
of Wilderness Dreams® products and include all of the necessary hardware as well as
signage to promote Wilderness Dreams® to your customers!

®

Every Wilderness Dreams
product is backed by our
100% Satisfaction Guarantee.
If you are not satisfied, for
any reason, call us and we will
correct the problem!

Ask
about our
special Display
Packages!

WILDERNESS DREAMS® SIZE CHART
WOMEN’S LINGERIE		
Small

Medium

Large

XL

XXL

3XL

Size		

4–6

6–8

10–12

14–16

18–20

20–22

Bust (in)		

32–34

34–36

36–38

38–40

40–42

42–44

Waist (in)		

23–24

24–25

26–28

28–30

30–32

34–36

SINGLE-PANEL DISPLAY
12” deep

		

24” wide

WOMEN’S SWIMWEAR, SLEEP/LOUNGEWEAR AND CASUAL WEAR					
XS

Small

Medium

Large

XL

XXL

2–4

4–6

8–10

12–14

16–18

18–20

Bust (in)		

30–32

32–34

34–36

36–38

38–40

40–42

Waist (in)		

23–25

25–27

27–29

29–31

31–33

33–35

Hip (in)		

33–34

35–36

37–38

39–40

42–43

44–45

Size		

ACTIVE WEAR									
		
Small

Medium

Large

XL

XXL

4–6

8–10

12–14

16

18

Bust (in)		

32–34

34–36

36–38

38–40

40–42

Waist (in)		

25–27

27–29

29–31

31–33

33–35

Hips (in)		

35–36

37–38

39–40

41–42

43–44

Size		

MEN’S WEAR									
Waist (in)		

28–30

Medium

Large

XL

XXL

32–34

36–38

40–42

44–46

5-PANEL DISPLAY

43” X 43”

41

36”

MULTI-LEVEL 4-WAY DISPLAY

48” wide

		
Small

41”
WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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WEBERS’S CAMO LEATHER

To see
the complete
Weber’s collection,
please visit
WebersLeather.com

| ACCESSORIES

Weber’s™ Camo Leather
Accessories
Camo may be designed to disappear, but it sure
seems to be showing up everywhere these days.
Here are even more camo leather products you’re
sure to love!

CAMO MEETS

LEATHER.

These soft, supple, luxurious moccasins are made
with sheepskin shearing and Realtree AP® camo
leather. Let your feet nestle in and be insulated.
Perfect for cold cabin floors, taking the dog out or
relaxing in the easy chair.
• Durable, long-wearing stitched sole
• Men’s sizes 4 –13 (Women’s 6 –15)

Split Sizing

Weber’s™ Women’s Series

Cover 8 sizes
with only 4

Girls love camo, too! That’s why we made a series of camo
leather products, specifically designed just for her.

SPLIT-SIZE WILDLIFE LEATHER BELTS

43

The Dynasty™ Leather Collection from
Weber’s utilizes special leather from
the shoulder and upper part of the cow
– a leather that’s rarely used anymore
due to cost.

Weber’s™
TrueTimber® Series
CAMO LEATHER MOCCASINS (5035)

• Full-length zippered
security pocket
• Easy-open tab/snap closure

Weber’s™
Dynasty Wallet

• 10 total storage pockets
• Interior clear-view pocket
for driver’s license

We bond camouflage to premium leather using heat and pressure,
creating quality leather goods in classic camo patterns, including
Mossy Oak® Break-Up©, TrueTimber® HTC and Realtree AP®. Beautiful,
remarkably tough and abrasion-resistant, our high-performance
accessories are designed to last.

• Ten credit card slots
• Clear-view driver’s
license window
• Three full-length bill openings

| WALLETS

DYNASTY LEATHER TRI-FOLD WALLET
(200513)

If you love camo ...

WOMEN’S CLUTCH WALLET (2071)

WEBERS’S CAMO LEATHER

(130102) Brown Double-Stitched Belt w/Bass
(130103) Brown Double-Stitched Belt w/Buck
(130201) Black Double-Stitched Belt w/Lab
(130206) Black Double-Stitched Belt w/Trout
•
•
•
•
•

Die-struck conchos show great detail and are inlaid for a smooth finish
1.5" double-stitched genuine leather with brushed nickle buckles
High-quality, long-lasting durability in brown or black leather
4 sizes available: 32/34", 36/38", 40/42", 44/46"
Easy SKU management with new ”split sizing”

Weber’s TrueTimber® Series features
premium leather and the distinctive
look of TrueTimber® HTC camo. These
products are sure to turn heads!
TrueTimber® LEATHER
BillFOLD
(200426)

•	Includes 13 total storage pockets
•	Unique double-sided interior clear-view
flap with additional storage pocket
•	Full-length bill divider

Weber’s™
Wildlife Series
Fur or fins? Elegant and rich, these
Weber’s Wildlife Series products feature
exquisite, fine leather and your choice
of either a big buck or leaping trout
concho.
PREMIUM LEATHER TRI-FOLD WALLET
WITH CONCHO
(200510) Caramel Brown Buck Concho
(200512) Caramel Brown Trout Concho

•	Features premium zinc Critter Concho on
front lower-right corner
•	Nine pockets for maximum storage
•	Interior clear-view window for driver’s license
•	Full-length bill divider

WILDERNESSDREAMS.COM
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”Great Company, Wonderful People,
Exceptional Product.”
Renae
Sportsman’s Warehouse

”Wilderness Dreams is a fantastic company to work with.
Their customer service, product quality and dispatch
time is second to none. I am so pleased to have found
such a unique company and product to represent here
in Australia. Keep up the great work!”
Emily Campbell
The Girl Way

”We have sold Wilderness Drams products for several
years. Their attention to detail is reflected in the
superior craftsmanship of their product lines. They offer
quality products at affordable prices that will
last for years. The customer service they offer is
top-notch.”
Sharon McMahon
The Home Outfitter

”With the soft camo colors plus traditional tones,
I knew that it would be perfect for our up north location.
It’s been great having them partner with Dima Corp for
our stores.”
Liz Wangsness

”I love it all! I am so glad we finally got a camo clothing
line for the ladies! Keep up the great work!”
Ashley (Buyer)
Maine Military Supply
Holden, Maine

”Wilderness Dreams has been wonderful to work with.
Their apparel is high quality and true to size, and our
customers love it. They ship out orders same or next
day without errors, and they are rarely out of stock.”
Alecia
Premier Pool & Spa

Find Wilderness Dreams® products
at these 2018 trade shows:
ATA Trade Show

Jan 11-13 | Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis, IN – Booth # 5133

Denver WESA Market

Jan 12-15 | Denver Mart
Denver, CO – Booth # EB612

SHOT Show

Jan 23-26 | Sands Expo Center
Las Vegas, NV – Booth # 10219

Worldwide Spring Show

Feb 6-8 | Reno-Sports Convention Center
Reno-Sparks, NV – Booth # TBD

Sports Inc.

Feb 14-17 | Phoenix Convention Center
Phoenix, AZ – Booth # TBD

NBS Spring Show

Feb 15-19 | Forth Worth Convention Center
Fort Worth, TX – Booth # TBD

International Lingerie Show

March 12-14 | Westgate LV Resort
Las Vegas, NV – Booth # 202

Mid-States Distributing

Aug 19-21 | Minneapolis Convention Center
Minneapolis, MN – Booth # TBD

Sports Inc. Footwear & Apparel

Dec 2-4 | St. Charles Convention Center
St. Charles, MO – Booth # TBD

Camouflage Lingerie, Loungewear & Swimwear
Wilderness Dreams I Alexandria, MN 56308
320-762-2816 I info@WildernessDreams.com I WildernessDreams.com
Mossy Oak® Break-Up©, Mossy Oak® ShadowGrass® BLADES® and Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country® are registered trademarks and Mossy Oak® Pink
Break-Up© is a copyright used under license from Haas Outdoors Inc., by New Oceans, LLC. Muddy Girl is a registered trademark owned by Moon
Shine LP and Muddy Girl Camouflage pattern ©2010 of Moon Shine LP. Realtree AP-XTRA Camouflage Design © 2012 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises,
Ltd., all rights reserved. Realtree AP® HD © 2006 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd, all rights reserved. TM/® & © TrueTimber Outdoors Holding
Company, LLC. Manufactured and/or distributed under official license by New Oceans, LLC. King’s Elk Logo and DESERT SHADOW® are registered
trademarks of King’s Camo, LC, used under license. Desert Shadow Pattern © 2015 King’s Camo, LC, used under license.
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